CALD Youth Statement No. 2 S. 2014

CALD Youth Statement on the MH17 flight crash

The Council of Asian Liberals and Democrats youth wing (CALD Youth), deeply mourns for the tragic fate of the MH17 flight crash. CALD Youth extends its heart-felt condolences to the loved ones of all victims for this horrific loss. Our thoughts and prayers are with you.

CALD Youth condemns the inhumane and unjust assault of innocent lives, including women and children. CALD Youth is extremely appalled by this cruel and merciless feat and demands that perpetrators must be brought to justice, under due process of law (where applicable).

CALD Youth is alarmed by the frequency of recent aviation accidents and incidents. And although expressing with a note of caution for all to remain in safe and protected grounds, calls upon all relevant stakeholders and officials to undertake an extensive and thorough investigation in the crash site and elsewhere (as deemed necessary).

In memoriam of the 298 victims of MH17
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